All office swivel chairs on this double page conform to DIN EN 1335 Part 1– 3, DIN EN 12527 + DIN EN 12529
Permanent contact mechanism
The back rest follows the movement
of the upper body, the seat does not
change. The counter pressure is fixed.
Orthositz® orthopaedic seat
The saddle shaped form automatically
holds the user in an upright and proper
sitting posture, which prevents fatigue
and promotes healthy sitting.

Permanent
contact
mechanism

Ergonomic seat

Your advantage

The Body Balance Tec® pivoting seat joint
promotes dynamic sitting and strengthens
back muscles.
Thighs are not cramped by movements
towards the side.
With fixed, ring style arm rests
as standard.

Body Balance Tec®
The patented seat joint for freedom
of movement in every direction.

Seat width
480 mm
Seat depth
440 mm
Height adjustment range
420 – 550 mm
Lumbar support
Cover material 100% polyolefin
Castors for soft floors as standard.

Available colour combinations
Easy care fabric cover in black,
royal blue and bordeaux.
Frame in graphite black RAL 9011.

Back rest height 580 mm
Swivel chair with arm rests
Colour of covering
black
royal blue
bordeaux

Accessories
Castors for hard floors,
pack of 5

Permanent contact mechanism
The height adjustable back rest
follows the movement of the upper
body, the seat does not move.
The counterpressure is fixed.
Orthositz® orthopaedic seat
The saddle shaped form automatically
holds the user in an upright and proper
sitting posture, which prevents fatigue
and promotes healthy sitting.

Permanent
contact
mechanism

Ref.
Ref.
Ref.
€

505 616-2G
505 618-2G
505 619-2G
239,–

Ref.

731 557-2G

€ / pack

12,95

Ergonomic seat

Your advantage

With Orthositz® orthopaedic seat and
integrated Body Balance Tec® pivoting
seat joint for three dimensional dynamic
sitting and a contoured back rest
with mesh covering.
With height adjustable arm rests
as standard.

Seat width
480 mm
Seat depth
440 mm
Height adjustment range
430 – 540 mm
Cover material
100% polypropylene
Mesh back rest
100% polyester

Swivel chair with arm rests
Colour of covering
black
red
purple

Accessories
Castors for hard floors,
pack of 5

Ref.
Ref.
Ref.
€

945 516-2G
945 517-2G
945 518-2G
299,–

Ref.

731 557-2G

€ / pack

12,95

14132

Available colour combinations
Easy care fabric cover in black, red and
purple. Mesh covering in same colour.
Five-star base made of steel, chrome
plated, with chrome plated gas spring.

Back rest height 580 mm
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Castors for soft floors as standard.

Body Balance Tec®
The patented seat joint for freedom
of movement in every direction.

SALES PHONE: 1 800 677 300 (local rate)

BLUE =
14 working days

